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∗ Introduction
∗ Conceptual Understanding
∗ Salient Issues
- Natural Growth, Migration & Human Settlements
- Inclusive Planning & Governance of Cities
- Housing & Transportation
- Safety & Security
- Technology, Arts & Culture
- Fostering Pluralism & Inclusion

DISCUSSION THEMES
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∗ New challenges
- Globalisation
- Circular migration
- Natural population growth
∗ Past conceptualisation of African cities using 

modernisation theories
- Rural – Urban migration (Todaro 1970 theory)
- Urban Bias (Lipton 1977 theory)
- Core-periphery (Soja 1989
∗ Theories ignore internal growth (Turok, 2013)
∗ Rapid urbanisation influenced by many factors  

Introduction
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∗ Embedded in urban growth are competing issues & 
interests:

- Economic Growth
- Environmental protection
- Protection of vulnerable groups
∗ Issues discussed in context of emerging transition 

changes
- Need  for reconceptualisation & new understanding 

of issues facing cities  

Introduction
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Three main goals:
- Providing a conceptual understanding of urbanisation 

and just cities;
- Questioning the creation of boundaries between 

issues confronting urban governors; and 
- Highlighting some salient development issues 

confronting cities, which require effective 
management for sustainable development.

Goal of Presentation & 
Consultation
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∗ Urbanisation is a global reality & many countries are 
struggling to understand and manage growth

∗ African continent face an intense challenge
- Rapid growth with indaequate corresponding policies 

& management strategies
- Challenges of service delivery & related governance, 

equity and sustainability of cities
∗ Challenges interralated with sustainability at the 

centre, they are often addressed in isolation
- Failure to appreciate the complex and inter-related 

nature of urban issues

Conceptual Understanding
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∗ Complexity coined in positive concepts:
- Just Cities
- Harmonious Cities
- Resilient Cities
- Livable Cities
∗ Urban dynamics generate tensions which negate 

positive concepts
∗ Need to deal with three tensions:
- Protecting the green
- Promoting economically growing cities
- Advocating social justice

Conceptual Understanding
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∗ Sustainable development aims to resolve tensions, 
albeit with difficulties

∗ Just city is one boundary which cannot be 
conceptualised in isolation of other boundaries such 
as growth of city, promoting equity and the need to 
sustain the city for future generations

∗ Cities with Eastern Africa have contradictions and 
inequalities in service provision

- Access to housing, infrastructure, services and other 
resources  is critical for ensuring just cities

- City goods are skewed in distribution – role of local 
Governments

Conceptual Understanding
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∗ Managing tensions generated by inequalities as a 
collective affair – planners, governors, private sector, 
CSOs & city residents

- Role of decentralisation policies and status of the 
poor

- Strong coalitions for lobbying for urban resources as 
a game in the 21st Century

- The poor have limited leverage required for the game
- Constitutional changes, structures, mechanisms for  

inclusive governance 
- Limits of associational life, collective voices & joint 

action

Conceptual Understanding
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∗ Intermediaries on governance – CSOs & advocacy, 
lobbying & policy influence

∗ Need for appropriate policies and strategies to 
provide direction for inclusive development

∗ Urban policies are a recent development in Africa
– has potential of addressing tensitions
- Skewed distribution of infrastructure & services
- Urban sprawl
- Evictions & demolitions 
- Contributing towards having just cities
-

Conceptual Understanding
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∗ UN-HABITAT 2014 emerging urban policies
- Deliberate government led process of coordinating 

and rallying various actors for common vision and 
goal that promotes transformative, productive, 
inclusive and resilient urban development for 20, 30 
or 100 years horizon

∗ Principles informing the emerging policies:
- Participation, Inclusion, Implementable, Measureable, 

Affordable, Programmatic, Action Oriented & People 
Centered

Conceptual Understanding
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∗ A number of countries developing policies – Kenya, 
Uganda and Burundi front runners within the region

- Uganda & Burundi policy in place, Kenya has a draft
∗ Past policy focus – agriculture & rural development
- Urban areas grew & bust their limits without policy 

direction 

Conceptual Understanding 
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Thematic Areas in the New National Urban Policies  Which Require 
Attention

(1) Urban Legislation with focus on building or development rights, 
building codes, plotting regulations, and protection of public space;

(2) Urban economy with particular preference to job creation, land value 
sharing, Municipal finance; and

(3) Urban planning and design with emphasis on planned city extension, 
infill, public space, adequate ratio for street-open space-built up with 
appropriate ratios

UN-HABITAT. 2014

Conceptual Understanding
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∗ The three areas are a bottleneck in promoting just 
cities

- Unfriendly urban legislation to the poor who live 
within informal settlements;

- Settlements consider to operate outside the law
- Settlements lack requisite infrastructure & services
- Water and sanitation reveals unequal attention
- Lack of water, low pressure & raw sewerage flowing 

in open drains, roadside and open spaces …
- Many agencies working WATSAN
∗ Kenya developing National Slum Upgrading & 

Prevention Policy

Conceptual Understanding 
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(1) Natural Growth, Migration & Human Settlements
∗ Dynamics shaping urban settlements are central:
- migration, growth & responses through planning
- Estimates – majority will be in cities and global south 

will have most of the population
∗ Concern – how to prioritise & mitigate possible 

challenges relating to poverty, inequality, rapid 
growth & the environment

∗ Factors contributing to growth, mainly three:
- Natural growth
- Migration & reclassification, & incorporation of peri-

urban areas 

Salient Issues (1)
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∗ Natural growth rate of African cities = 2.2% a year by 
2008

- Growth due to fertility and will continue until 2050
- Migration will continue – natural disasters (famine, 

drought, wars & conflicts) resulting in forced 
migration

- 20% of the world refugees in Africa but excludes 
internal conflicts

- Voluntary movement in search of better livelihoods 
due to urban bias

- Kampala, Dar-es-Salaam, Kigali, Mombasa and Nairobi 
listed amongs the 20 fastests growing cities 

Salient Issues (1)
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∗ Satellite cities to accommodate the growth rates
∗ Planning of smart cities;
- Konza (satellite of Nairobi) in Kenya
- Kakungula in Uganda
- Kigamboni in Tanzania
∗ Mashrooming of satellite cities  - less expensive & 

enjoy proximities but complicates management
∗ Metropolitan areas and management – northern 

cities well connected, poor connection in the south
∗ Physical expansion of African cities & socio-political 

economy of Africa

Salient Issues (1)
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∗ 72%  (??) of city residents live in slums
- Urbanised poverty & increased social exclusion
- Slum population growing by 4.5% per annum in Sub-

Saharan Africa
- Less investment in slums, except for basics in 

particular WATSAN, garbage collection, social safety 
nets & legal infrastructure

- Marginal returns, informality of property rights & 
minimal formal governance

- Bureaucratic entrepreneurs provide services –
security, transport, property mediation

Salient Issues (1)
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Inclusive Planning & Governance of Cities
∗ Cities are complex & require visionary leaders who 

understand the complexity, competing interests & 
needs of residents, especially the poor

- Need to prioritise issues of the poor in context of 
inclusivity

- Studies of urbanisation & just cities = poverty & 
marginalisation – should be a concern to governors

∗ Governance of cities goes beyond state – multiple 
actors

- Web of relations where governance is exercised & 
contested 

Salient Issue (2)
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∗ Challenges of informality – affect urban policies, laws 
& plans

- Existing localised & dispersed rules that operate 
beyond the control of the state – coordination & 
control systems of service provision & livelihoods

∗ Liberal policies & principles of lean government:
- Deregulation & privatization for markets to promote 

growth
- Greater reliance on Public Private Partnerships (PPPs)
- Devolution of responsibilities to voluntary groups 

with government acting as an enabler & facilitator

Salient Issue (2)
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∗ Liberal policies without state intervention dangerous 
to the poor

- Need to understand how the formal and informal 
interact & existing powers

- Contradictions between the formal and informal rules 
and  the different governance approaches eg  
provision of services such as transport, security, 
water, education, & even health

∗ Attempts to ensure inclusivity through networked 
form of governance – stakeholder groups, policy 
communities & PPPs

- The poor not well represented – access & mobility

Salient Issues (2)
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∗ Public participation & representative democracy not 
working – elections as an end

- In East Africa less than 20% urban residents believe 
that governments are managing the economy well by 
improving living standards & providing better access 
to  services

- Perceptions on local governments & maintenance of 
roads, garbage collection, management of local 
markets & health standards in hotels fall short of 50% 
threshold of satisfaction (AB, 2011)

Salient Issue (2)
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∗ Corruption viewed as high in public offices
- Challenge of public participation in the midst of high 

corruption & low trust in governing processes
- Government corruption should act as a catalyst to 

citizen participation in governing processes but it 
does not – question of declining confidence…

- Challenge of encouraging participation in context of 
increased corruption & informalisation of cities

∗ Africa Rising – (??) infrastructure development; 
technological advancement as signs of hope (??0

-African leaders shared vision of connecting cities –
road, rail, air & water transport – plans 

Salient Issue (2)
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Housing & Transportation
∗ Important but inadequate in cities
- Connection between housing & transportation –

function locations are in built environment
- Planning & practice delink the two – housing 

development without consideration for access & 
mobility

- Private developers to not give infrastructure & 
services as priority

- Adequate planning enhances access & mobility
∗ Majority of residents of cities walk to destinations
- Lack of provision for NMT

Salient Issue (3)
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∗ Entry of motor cycles in African cities – disregard rules
∗ Cities choking with traffic – need to have sustainable 

modes of transport
- Dar-es-Salaam advanced with BRT, Nairobi in progress
- Single corridor BRT cannot resolve problem; need for 

hybrid system with feeders
∗ Housing considered a right – mismatch between 

supply & demand – quantity and quality issues
- Elite housing in quantity – poor housing in qantity
- Informal settlements compromise rights to city
- Improvement of IS a MDG focus by 2015

Salient Issue (3)
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- Goal of improving those living in slums met but the 
numbers living in slum conditions increasing

- Need for policy direction & innovative strategies 
which are in sync with contextual realities 

- Kenya making good step by developing policy on 
improvement & prevention

- Colonial history and inability to reverse situation
- Need to bridge the gap between formal & informal  & 

acknowledge dual economy & inherent synergy
- Negotiating the terrain of formal/informality

Salient Issue (3)
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∗ Issue of land and finance important for housing 
development 

- City & national government have influence on tenure 
& rules that govern land use

- Land is scarce, attracts competition & over priced
- Informal  settlements a manifestation of the land 

problem
- Competing interests in informal settlements
- Competing interests make upgrading costly & 

complex
- Past housing policies & projects – sites & service 

schemes; upgrading; tenant purchase

Salient Issue (3)
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∗ Provision of previous schemes informed by 
affordability & cost recovery  

∗ Disadvantageous to informal sector – no regular 
income

∗ CSOs housing support programmes eg Pamoja Trust
- Need to scale up CSO programmes & models
∗ Need for innovative housing & finance models that 

take into consideration the situation of the urban 
poor – good lending practices

∗ Need to re-examine past lending experiences & apply 
innovative approaches – MFIs & Equity

Salient Issue (3)
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Safety & Security
∗ Concern to all city residents irrespective of class, 

ethnic group & political orientation
- Enhancing security: gated communities, grilles on 

windows; high level security
- Urban violence complex, multi-layered & not static
∗ Global reports dedicated to safety and seciuity (UN-

HABITAT, 2007); Urbanization & Environment 2004)
- UN-HABITAT focuses on crime & violence, insecurity 

of tenure &  forced evictions; natural & human made
- Nairobi listed as crime prone – land use has impact

Salient Issue  (4)
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∗ Many factors influence safety & security – need to 
remove boundaries

- Security associations – citizens ensuring own security 
as government come up with community policing

∗ Measures being put in place by citizens do not resolve 
the hidden framework which triggers crime & 
violence

- poverty, insecurity of tenure, forced evictions & 
natural & human made disasters

- Crime & violence will escalate if issues of poverty & 
other issues facing the poor are not resolved

Salient Issues (4)
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Technology
- Knowledge economy in cities – localised innovations 

through technology
- M-Pesa platform & movement of money
- Mobile phone subscriptions
- Social media & information – addressing sensitive 

issues such as gay rights
∗ Question whether governance structures are 

responding to technological revolution
∗ Digital divide and situation of the poor – those who 

lack infrastructure & know how 

Salient Issue (5)
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∗ Art & Culture
∗ Art & culture changing literature of African cities
- part of Africa rising
∗ Afrocentricity – a pan African philosophy of identity –

African people & culture – centered, located & 
grounded

- Multi-cultural realities of Africans – perception of 
`oneness’ in spite of differences

- Ubuntu as a celebrated African culture – the need to 
honour dignity that exists in an individual – honours 
human relationships as primary in any social, 
communal or corporate activity

Salient Issue (6)
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∗ Ubuntu – promotes an African interdependence 
founded on values of compassion, reciprocity, dignity, 
harmony & huamnity

∗ Present African cities in the form of conciousness & 
have informed the consumption of music, fashion, art 
& communication for development through 
technology

Salient Issue (6)
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Music & Fashion
∗ Woven deeply within the city life
- International trends localised & sometimes fully 

adopted in the wake of global economy
- Traditional music which was originally exclusive now 

inclusive
- Music & fashion has created its own form of culture 

within African cities – influences decisions on what to 
wear, who to listen to, what to watch & who to 
support in sporting & other events

- African aesthetics shared & appeals within cities

Salient Issue (7)
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∗ Branding of African fashions – western brands using 
African jewellery & design for positioning

∗ Designs, models, fashions recognised internationally
- Fewer local patents & fashion schools
∗ Radio & TV promote African music – African award 

ceremonies – MTV Base; VMA & festivals
- Rekindled African beats & rhymes having an influence
- Hip-Hop assuming African perspective
∗ How does all these affect development & 

communication for development?
∗ Is there an emerging city culture?
∗ Are more people ready to consume  Afriacn culture ?

Salient Issue (7)
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Fostering Pluralism & Inclusion(PI)
∗ Multicultural context of cities – religion, ethnicity, 

class, locality, deprivation, political orientaion
- Multiple attributes interact interchangeably with 

contradictions which undermine PI
Competition for resources cut across boundaries 

influenced by class & deprivation – exist continually 
other  factors are occassionally triggered

- PI be understood in context of socio-economic & 
political goods available & their allocation 

- Poverty & inequality challenge to PI
- Effect of historical factors

Salient Issue (8)
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∗ Historical factors: colonial & independent leaders
- Segregation & use of ethnicity for resource allocation
- Disadvantaged non ethnic & non elite members of 

communities
- Capitalists & elite members of society benefit –

penetrate boundaries, state and ethnic resource 
allocation

- Population of marginalised increasing stable (??)
- PI has to address marginalised population for 

cohesion

Salient Issue (8)
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∗ Fragile & prone to conflict
- Predisposed to other vices: `Somaliphobia’; elite 

capture
- Pool for recruitment by politicians; terrorist forces
∗ Realisation of just cities requires addressing root 

causes of inequalities;
∗ Liberal market based approaches (Participation; PPP; 

stakeholders’ approaches) maiden steps;
∗ Addressing marginalisation & poverty through 

targeted interventions rooted in legal framework & 
well designed strategies  

Salient Issue (8)
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